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Abstract  

Increasing interest in the Himalayan Environment has resulted in view of the Global warning scenario including 

Transboundary flow of aerosols and pollutants and the need for characterizing winds, waves turbulence and 

Aerosol optical depth, etc. of the neutral atmosphere over the Himalayan region. Aryabhatta Research Institute of 

Observational Sciences (ARIES) located at Nainital(29.24oN,79.28oE) at an altitude of 6250m is making Aerosol 

optical depth measurements using LIDARS and other atmospheric measurements routinely. In order to .augment 

the facilities for measurement of atmospheric dynamics, ST radar with height coverage of 20Kms take care of 

exchanges between Troposphere & Stratosphere is being established. 

Wind Profiling over the Tropical region with a height coverage beyond the tropopause poses challenges in the 

choice of frequency and optimization of performance parameters at system level like for example the Power 

Aperture Product (PAP) , which is generally considered as the figure of merit for such radars. The main reason is 

the occurrence of tropical tropopause around 16to 18kms as against the mid latitude values of around 10kms. 

Commercial wind profilers operating around 440MHz make use of the reduced sky noise temperature to cover the 

height region of marginally >10kms with reasonable power aperture values to make the systems cost effective. 

However , in order to study tropo – stratospheric exchanges beyond the Tropopause over the tropics one is forced 

to use much lower frequencies with attendant increase in Sky Noise temperature resulting in much higher PAP to 

meet Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) needed for estimation accuracies, mainly because of the scale size of 

irregularities giving rise to Bragg Scatter is a direct function of height. In order to achieve a height coverage of 

20kms , slightly beyond the tropical tropopause the 440MHz band will have a limitation from the scale size point 

of view, due to viscous damping. Traditionally the 50MHz band used for Mesosphere Statosphere & Troposphere 

radars were therefore used for the ST Radar application also over tropics resulting in physically much larger 

antenna sizes and enhanced PAP values, thus increasing the cost of ST radars almost close to that of MST Radars. 

Figure 1 shows the height coverage vs scale size for clear air radars dependant upon Bragg scatter . (ref: MAP 

handbook vol 9). 



Stratosphere – Troposphere Radar (ST Radar) for ARIES  is designed for operation in the 200MHz Band of VHF, 

to derive the advantages of reduced Sky Noise as compared to 50MHz band at the same time ensuring that the 

Bragg scatter will result based on the scale size being in the Inertial subrange. However, we were required to take 

special clearance from the Wireless Planning Commission (WPC) of the Govt of India as the 200MHz band is 

also used for Television Broadcast. A carrier frequency of 206.5 MHz was allotted by WPC after a detailed 

coordination among the different users of frequency spectrum in India. Thus the ST Radar for ARIES represents a 

cost effective solution for probing the neutral atmosphere well beyond the tropopause over the tropical region. 

Based on this initiative the Department of Science and Technology of the Government of India is planning for a 

network of ST radars, over the subcontinent. 

This paper describes the design aspects of the active aperture phased array radar to be operated at 206.5 MHz for 

measuring three dimensional wind vector over the troposphere and lower stratosphere regions of the tropical 

atmosphere. The system is designed for installation at Manora peak, Nainital in the campus of Aryabhatta 

Research Institute for observational sciences, an autonomous laboratory of the Department of Science and 

Technology, Govt. of India. 

Power aperture product, pulse compression schemes and digital signal processing and data visualisation schemes 

are described for the conventional Doppler Beam Swinging (DBS) mode, as well as a bistatic Spaced Antenna 



Drift (SAD) mode to cover lower height region overcoming the limitations usually imposed by the TR recovery 

time and the near field limitations of a large phased array antenna. Operation in these modes provides height 

coverage from 0.5 km to 20 Km with variable height resolutions from 75 metres to 300 meters as a function of 

height. 

Power aperture product of ~10*8 Watt.m2 is planned to be realized using individual TR Modules with peak power 

of 400 W feeding three element Yagi Uda Antenna elements, 588 in number arranged in a circular aperture 

providing a 3o beamwidth and ~ -15 dB SLL, in the full aperture DBS mode operation to probe up to 20kms. The 

SAD mode is realised to cover a height region from 0.5 to ~ 4Km using combinations of three sub arrays with 

reduced PAP.  

Other subsystems like the RF coherent signal generator with Biphase coder with variable code sequence, pulse 

lengths, a versatile four channel digital receiver, FPGA based decoder, CAN based Beam Steering Unit and Radar 

Controller which is the man machine interface are also described. 

The data visualisation in the form of power spectra vs height, 3D spectra and UVW vs Height are also described. 

A BITE system to alert the operator on the status of different subsystems as well as to provide an insight into the 

power aperture product for a given observation is also described. Another important aspect of the system is the 

provision to record raw IQ data for an extended period for one hour to validate the data system and for system 

checks. This feature also helps in calibrating the radar when used with built in simulator as well as external 

calibration. 
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